Conducting Jahn-Teller domain walls in undoped manganites
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the quest to understand and control the properties of broken symmetry phases, domain walls play a central role. Among the many materials with ground-state broken symmetries, strongly correlated transition metal oxides, and manganites among them, are particularly interesting. In these compounds several degrees of freedom are simultaneously important, and different broken symmetry phases with similar characteristic energy scales either compete, as in phase-separated materials,1 or coexist, as it occurs in multiferroics.2,3 Research on magnetic domain walls in general has been particularly intense, and it has proven to be extremely important to explain the static and dynamic properties of magnetic materials. Early works4,5 led to the development of a variety of important concepts to understand domain walls. Technological applications and the need to control and understand the important details of domain walls stimulated considerable and wide research on this topic.6–9 unveiling a variety of interesting aspects of these walls. In particular, the magnetic domain walls of manganites, the materials with the colossal magnetoresistance, have also attracted much attention. Already in Ref. 10, the large magnetoresistance was attributed to domain-wall scattering, a hypothesis that led to both experimental and theoretical works on the subject of resistance of domain walls.11–18 Recently, it was shown that magnetic domain walls in a ferromagnetic metallic material could be insulating.19

Similarly, domain walls and gradients of the order parameter play a crucial role in our understanding of other collective phenomena, such as superconductivity20 and ferroelectricity.21,22 Early theoretical work showed that physical properties absent in bulk materials can arise in domain walls,23 and the conductivity of ferroelastic domain walls has been shown to be different from the conductivity in the bulk.24,25 Another very interesting field is the study of properties of domain walls in multiferroics or magnetoelectric materials. Different orderings can change across domain walls in these materials, and indeed it has been observed that often the change in one order parameter is correlated with modifications in another.26 The interplay between order parameters can affect the physical properties of domain walls.

In the antiferromagnetic and ferroelectric phases of hexagonal HoMnO3,27 there is a transition between two symmetry nonequivalent antiferromagnetic phases. Wide domain walls where the spins rotate smoothly appear close to this transition, producing a pronounced magnetoelectric behavior. Interestingly, this behavior is not observed associated with the abrupt domain walls where magnetization reversal is coupled to a change in the ferroelectric order parameter. In helicoidal magnetic manganites, with a perovskite crystal structure, the study of the dielectric dispersion and its behavior varying the temperature28 identified the motion of domain walls as the origin of the substantial enhancement of the dielectric constant in materials such as DyMnO3 and TbMnO3.

Of particular motivational interest for the work described here is Ref. 29, where manipulation and characterization of domain walls in ferroelectric and antiferromagnetic BiFeO3 were demonstrated. The authors of that effort could create ferroelectric domain walls and showed that domain walls with particular orientations exhibited larger conductance than others, within an otherwise good insulating material. Contrary to previous work, the authors focused on electronic transport in the direction parallel to the domain walls, instead of transport across them as in other efforts in manganites.30–32 A very recent work studied domain walls in a nonperovskite oxide.30 Domain walls in hexagonal YMnO3 have been shown to be more insulating than in the bulk, an effect actually opposite to the BiFeO3 case. Here, motivated by those previous efforts, we study the electronic properties of domain walls in undoped perovskite manganites. These materials are not only antiferromagnetic insulators, but also have a phase transition above room temperature, where an ordered pattern of distorted MnO6 octahedra sets in. We show that at finite temperature (T), structural domain walls display a conductance orders of magnitude larger than the conductance observed in bulk materials.

In particular, we concentrate on the insulating Jahn-Teller (JT) ordered phase of undoped manganites with an A-type spin antiferromagnetic order.31,32 Our standard variational and Monte Carlo calculations, using well-tested and reliable models, predict that (i) domain-wall electronic states exist and are localized in the direction perpendicular to the domain wall. They are analogous to surface states and appear associated with the presence of a structural domain wall.
(ii) These states form narrow bands within the energy gap of the bulk material. The periodicity of the structural distortions determines the position and width of these bands. (iii) At low temperature \( T \) there is a gap between the domain-wall bands and, as \( T \) increases, conformational changes in the domain wall make the localized bands wider and induce some spectral weight at the Fermi energy, leading to a finite conductance in the direction parallel to the domain walls.

II. MODEL AND TECHNIQUES

A. Model Hamiltonian

The Hamiltonian used here is given by

\[ H = H_{DE} + H_{e-ph}. \]  

(1)

\( H_{DE} \) is the well-known two-orbital double-exchange model Hamiltonian. This model describes the kinetic energy of the \( e_g \) electrons and their interaction with the magnetic background of the \( t_{2g} \) core spins. More precisely, it is given by

\[ H_{DE} = - \sum_{i,j,y} f_{ij} \phi_x^y \phi_y^c c_i^\dagger c_j^\dagger c_j^y c_i. \]  

(2)

Here, \( c_i^\dagger \) creates an electron at the Mn site \( i \), in the \( e_g \) orbital \( y \) (\( y = 1, 2 \) with \( 1 = x^2 - y^2 \) and \( 2 = 3z^2 - r^2 \)). The factor \( f_{ij} \) affecting the hopping amplitudes in the limit of an infinite Hund’s coupling depends on the orientation of the Mn ions core spins given by the angles \( \theta \) and \( \psi \) via the double-exchange mechanism \( f_{ij} = \cos(\theta/2)\cos(\theta/2) + \exp[i(\psi_i - \psi_j)\sin(\theta/2)\sin(\theta/2)]. \) The actual hopping amplitudes \( t \) take into account the different overlaps between the orbitals along the directions \( u = x, y, \) and \( t_{11} = 3t_{22}^1 = \sqrt{3}t_{12}^c = t \) and \( t_{11}^2 = -\sqrt{3}t_{12}^c = t. \) \( t \) is taken as the energy unit throughout this work, and its value depends on material details. Comparison between theoretical calculations and experiments suggests that its value is on the order of half an electron volt. \(^3\)

The phononic portion of the Hamiltonian reads

\[ H_{e-ph} = \lambda \sum_i (Q_{i1}p_i + Q_{i2} \tau_{i1} + Q_{i3} \tau_{i3}) + \frac{1}{2} \sum_i \left( \beta Q_{i1}^2 + Q_{i2}^2 \right). \]  

(3)

where \( p_i \) is the density operator at site \( i \), and \( \tau_{i1} \) and \( \tau_{i2} \) are the corresponding Pauli matrices in the \( e_g \) subspace that express the coupling of the lattice distortions, \( Q_i \), to the electrons. In particular, \( Q_{i1} \) is the breathing mode of the MnO\(_6\) octahedra around the \( i \)th manganese ion, and \( Q_{i2} \) and \( Q_{i3} \) are the Jahn-Teller modes. \(^3\) \beta = 2 is the stiffness of the breathing mode that effectively takes into account suppressed charge fluctuations due to electron-electron interactions. \(^3\)

B. Calculation method

Undoped manganites, such as LaMnO\(_3\), crystallize in an orthorhombic structure, with two nonequivalent manganese positions. Hamiltonian (1) has cubic symmetry, but in order to better compare with experiments we maintain the axis and notation corresponding to the orthorhombic unit cell, in particular we call \( b \) axis the direction perpendicular to the domain walls (see Fig. 1). We focus on the antiferromagnetic \( \Lambda \)-type phase, \(^3\) experimentally found for La manganite and other trivalent cations of similar size. \(^3\) In this \( \Lambda \) phase there are ferromagnetic planes coupled antiferromagnetically in the \( c \)-axis direction. Double exchange effectively decouples electrons in the \( ab \) atomic planes, and two-dimensional (2D) systems provide a good description of the physics of these materials. In real compounds, certainly a coupling exists along the \( c \) axis that prevents 2D fluctuations to dominate the magnetic and electronic properties of these compounds.

The Hamiltonian (1) depends on the octahedron and core spin configurations, \( Q_i \) and \( \hat{S}_i \). These have been approximated as classical degrees of freedom, as in most of the theoretical literature on manganites, and they determine the electronic properties of the system. At finite \( T \), Monte Carlo simulations allow us to obtain the relevant equilibrium configurations and calculate thermal averages. \( Q_i \) and \( \hat{S}_i \) are used as the Monte Carlo variables and the resulting quadratic Hamiltonian for each configuration is exactly diagonalized using standard numerical routines. \(^3\) Further details about the Monte Carlo method and its application to manganites can be found in Refs. 33 and 39.

At low enough \( T \), only one classical configuration becomes relevant, and it can be determined by a suitable minimization algorithm. The results for \( T=0 \) presented here have been obtained with the Broyden method. \(^3\) Although it still involves the diagonalizing of the fermionic sector for each step, this minimization process is faster than the standard Monte Carlo method and it can be applied to calculating results on larger clusters. Comparison between results obtained with the two methods shows that size effects are small. This calculation method has been successfully applied to study uniform phases in manganites. \(^3,35\) Here, with the appropriate boundary conditions discussed below, we study...
the properties of structural domain walls in undoped manganites.

The ground-state configuration for Hamiltonian (1) with one electron per site is a spin ferromagnetic plane with an ordered pattern of $Q_2$ distortions characterized by a $(\pi, \pi)$ wave vector in the 2D cubic notation.\textsuperscript{31,42} These orderings correspond in three dimensions to the experimentally observed $A$-type antiferromagnetic phase and the $(\pi, \pi, 0)$ JT ordered phase.\textsuperscript{36} In the orthorhombic notation, the two octahedra around the two Mn ions in the unit cell have opposite $Q_2$ distortions: one is elongated along the $x$ axis, and the other along the $y$ axis. The two possible ground-state configurations intrinsic of a staggered order parameter (one is reachable from the other by merely a global shift in one lattice spacing in any axis direction) are obtained by repeating the two possible units in the $a$ and $b$ directions. We label $Q_2^{\text{stagg}}$ the order parameter, whose value is the magnitude of the distortions and its sign distinguishes between the two possible configurations.

Monte Carlo or optimization calculations at low temperatures with standard periodic boundary conditions converge to one of the two possible ground-state configurations. In order to study the domain walls that we wish to focus on in this effort different boundary conditions have to be imposed. In a $M \times N$ cluster, we fixed sites with coordinates $b=1$ and $b=N$ to the bulk equilibrium values corresponding to $Q_2^{\text{stagg}}>0$, while sites at the center layer $b=N/2$ are constrained to have distortions with the same magnitude but corresponding to the other configuration $Q_2^{\text{stagg}}<0$. In this way, two JT domain walls do appear in the system, and periodic boundary conditions can still be used for the fermionic sector.

The high computational cost of the repeating diagonalizing step of the Monte Carlo algorithm limits the sizes of the simulation cells. The largest cell used in this work is $a=4$, $b=20$, which contains 160 Mn ions (there are two Mn ions in the orthorhombic unit cell). Thermalization is achieved by 2000 Monte Carlo steps (as defined in Ref. 39) and measurement averages of 3000 Monte Carlo configurations are used, taken every three steps to reduce self-correlations. This computational effort corresponds to roughly 2 days of running in a typical workstation for a $4 \times 16$ system and 5 days for a $4 \times 20$ system, for each fixed set of parameters of the problem.

The conductance is calculated within the Landauer formalism, as explained in Ref. 43. To minimize size effects, we calculate the Green’s function of the system attached to leads that are identical copies of itself. Leads are enlarged by adding more copies of the system until the Green’s function converges, providing an efficient method to calculate the intrinsic conductance.\textsuperscript{35,36} As illustrated in Fig. 1 the conductance of domain walls refers to conductance evaluated in the direction parallel to the domain walls.

III. RESULTS

Before addressing the results regarding electronic transport, let us discuss the nature of the Jahn-Teller domain walls. Figure 1(a) presents the variation of the order parameter as a function of distance across the domain wall. In magnetic domain walls, it is well known\textsuperscript{4} that the width varies as $\sqrt{D/A}$, where $A$ is the magnetic anisotropy and $D$ is the spin stiffness. In the case of an isolated Jahn-Teller center, the energy depends on $(Q_1^2 + Q_2^2)$ and the anisotropy is zero. The cooperative nature of Jahn-Teller effect in manganites and the competition with the kinetic energy double-exchange term (even in the insulating state) give rise to an effective anisotropy that depends on the value of $\lambda$. These same effects stabilize the $Q_2$ order in the $ab$ plane.\textsuperscript{44} Therefore, $\lambda/t$ controls the thickness of the domain wall. Figure 1(a) shows how an abrupt domain wall is the minimum energy configuration for $\lambda=1.25$, but for $\lambda=1$ the domain wall expands over several unit cells. The first $\lambda$ value provides a more accurate description of the real materials, as it can be deduced by the magnitude of the electronic gap discussed later. A real-space view of the octahedra distortions in the $ab$ plane for the $\lambda=1.25$ case is presented in Fig. 1(c).

The conductance vs $T$ plots contained in Fig. 2 constitute the main results of this paper. The conductance $G$ refers to the conductance in the direction parallel to the domain wall, as shown in Fig. 1(b), and it is provided as a function of $T$. These results have been obtained by means of Monte Carlo simulations with different system sizes, as indicated in Fig. 2. $G$ is essentially zero (within our numerical precision) for bulk configurations, when no domain walls are present, for all $T$’s considered in Fig. 2. However, when domain walls are present in the system, the conductance shows a clear upturn when increasing the temperature. For $\lambda=1$, where the domain wall is fairly wide, this upturn takes place at $T=0.02$, while a larger $T=0.05$ is needed to induce a significant value for $G$ in the $\lambda=1.25$ case. There are some size effects in the results, but the increase with temperature of the conductance along domain walls, as compared to its negligible bulk value, is clearly present for all system sizes within our computational capabilities.
inside the bulk gap energy region when close to a domain wall [more specifically DW refers to the projected DOS at the line of manganese sites, the closest to the domain wall in Fig. 1(c)]. The states in this band are localized in the direction perpendicular to the domain wall (their weight decays exponentially in that direction), but a small dispersion exists parallel to the domain wall. The band arising from the two $eg$ orbitals is split due to the periodicity of the JT distortions in the direction parallel to the domain wall. For $\lambda=1$ the gap is on the order of $t=(0.5\ eV)$, even in the presence of a domain wall. For the smoother domain wall corresponding to $\lambda=1$ the gap is very small and it cannot be resolved in this scale (inset).

Figure 3 shows the density of states (DOS) projected over different sites at zero $T$. It has been obtained by providing to the eigenenergies arising from the exact diagonalization procedure a small Lorentzian width ($0.01t$). For the bulk case (no domain walls) the DOS has a large gap due to Jahn-Teller effects. This gap scales with $\lambda$: it is roughly $2t$ for $\lambda=1.25$ and half that value for $\lambda=1$. Considering that $t$ is in the range $0.5-1\ eV$, $\lambda=1.25$ is more consistent with the experimental estimations of the gap ($1.6\ eV$ in Ref. 45 and 2.5 $eV$ in Ref. 46).

When the density of states is projected over sites further than $a=4$ unit cells from the domain wall, we recover essentially the bulk density of states. However, a projection over Mn sites close to the domain wall is more interesting. Figure 3 shows that the DOS closest to the domain wall has some features that do not appear in the bulk region. Two narrow peaks appear at energies located within the bulk energy gap. These two peaks are separated in energy creating a new smaller gap that depends strongly on $\lambda$. It is $\approx t/10$ for $\lambda=1$ and increases to $\approx t$ for $\lambda=1.25$. The integrated weight of these peaks decays exponentially in the $b$ direction, perpendicular to the domain wall, so these states are localized at the domain walls. A least-squares fitting shows that the decay length is on the order of the nearest-neighbor distance. The fermionic wave functions coming out of the simulations, via the exact diagonalization procedure, have a well-defined momentum in the $a$ direction. Therefore, we can state that the new peaks correspond to a band localized in the $b$ direction and with a small dispersion ($\approx t/20$) parallel to the domain wall. Note that the artificial broadening $0.01t$ is not sufficient to understand the width of the in-gap peaks; in fact, the actual dispersion in the $a$ direction produces their intrinsic width.

These bands are obvious candidates to explain the conductance results in Fig. 2. Although the energy gap due to the splitting of the localized band is rather small for $\lambda=1$, it is too large to explain the nonzero conductance at $T=0.05$ observed for the more realistic case $\lambda=1.25$. As the electronic states associated with the domain wall disperse in the $a$ direction, some splitting due to the periodic Jahn-Teller distortions in that direction can be expected. This explains why the splitting decreases with $\lambda$. Note that the conductance calculation has enough precision to determine that the small gap in the $\lambda=1$ case, difficult to appreciate in Fig. 3, still suppresses transport at the lowest temperatures.

In order to understand the onset of electronic transport with temperature, we examine the structure of the domain walls as $T$ increases (Fig. 4), for $\lambda=1.25$. We have observed that the order parameter changes much more abruptly at $T=0.01$ as compared to $T=0.06$. The points in Fig. 4 correspond to average values over 1500 Monte Carlo steps, with the error bars showing the standard effect of thermal fluctuations. The domain wall is clearly wider for $T=0.06$, with a width that effectively corresponds to a smaller $\lambda$ if the calculation were done at very low $T$ (as discussed below). Entropy reduces the effective anisotropy (or lowers the order parameter stiffness). A visual inspection of Monte Carlo snapshots, namely, equilibrated configurations of classical variables, shows that the widening of the domain wall is due to changes in the intrinsic width, and the contribution from thermal vibrations of the center of the wall is small.

The widening of the domain wall induces changes in the density of states. In Fig. 5 we show the DOS projected on sites at different distances from the domain wall, thermally averaged at $T=0.06$. Particle-hole symmetry was assumed, and the spectrum symmetrized with respect to $E_F=0$ in order to reduce the noise (Monte Carlo calculations are noisier than optimization results due to thermal and finite-size effects). However, it can be clearly observed how the band associated with the domain wall is now wider in energy, and has some spectral weight at the Fermi energy, which is responsible for the finite conductance. Notice that this band is still localized in the $b$ direction and by moving four sites away from the domain wall, the bulk density of states is recovered.

An intuitive way to understand the results presented above is to consider that the coupling $\lambda$ is now effectively smaller near the domain wall. But note that temperature must
also be incorporated. At $T=0$, the domain wall is abrupt for the realistic coupling $\lambda=1.25$, and therefore this coupling produces distortions at the domain wall as large as in the rest of the system. The bands appear associated with the domain wall due to the change in periodicity. For smaller $\lambda$'s, domain walls are smoother. Wider domain walls have a smaller gap, relative to the bulk gap. For $\lambda=1.25$, the gap between them is half the bulk value, while it is an order of magnitude smaller than the bulk gap for $\lambda=1$. Thus, $T$ must also be included to justify the effective reduction in the value of the electron lattice coupling. From the structural point of view, this effect results in a smaller anisotropy and an increase in the domain-wall width. Regarding the electronic structure, it reduces the gap between the localized bands, eventually closing it.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Stimulated by the recent experimental characterization and manipulation of structural domain walls in a perovskite transition-metal oxide, we have undertaken the theoretical study of domain walls in undoped manganites. These materials display an ordered phase with an alternating pattern of distorted $\text{MnO}_6$ octahedra, and mobile $e_g$ electrons are known to couple strongly to these distortions. The equilibrium configurations and electronic properties of structural domain walls have been examined, and they remarkably differ from the properties of the bulk. Since it is an important characteristic for applications and a property directly measurable by experiments, here special attention has been paid to the electronic conductance of the system.

Electronic transport along structural domain walls is dominated by two narrow electronic bands associated with them. These domain-wall electronic states have energies within the bulk energy gap region. At low $T$'s, domain walls are abrupt, and the narrow bands are separated in energy. The energy gap between them, although smaller than the bulk energy gap, is still large enough to make the conductance negligible at low $T$. However, for $T$'s on the order of room temperature, thermal fluctuations favor wider domain walls. This makes the dispersion of the domain-wall electronic states larger, reducing the energy gap and inducing some spectral weight at the Fermi energy. Correspondingly, conductance along domain walls is several orders of magnitude larger for the temperature range studied than in the bulk, while it is still zero within our numerical precision for the bulk phase. Our results pose the question of whether the conductance enhancement by domain-wall electronic states induced by changes in the periodicity of the system might be a more general phenomenon, and suggest the possibility that they might play a role in recent experiments showing conducting domain walls in a multiferroic perovskite oxide. These issues certainly deserve further theoretical and experimental studies.
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